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By the end of this session, you should be able to:

• articulate the purpose of core activities and how 
they accelerate student learning of student 
content;

• intentionally plan to support all learners with 
optional activities through small group and whole 
group instruction to accelerate learning;

• utilize best practices for selecting and 
incorporating optional activities; and

• use formative assessment data to inform lesson 
planning.

Session Objectives



We will use the participant guide throughout this session.
You can access the the document in the Whova app or 

through the link below.

https://bit.ly/TLS912  

https://bit.ly/TLS912
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Agenda

1. Accelerating learning of unit content with core activity supports

2. Accelerating learning with optional activities

3. Using data to select optional activities
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Monitor ➜ Diagnose➜ Evaluate

In the evaluation plan, teachers:

• monitor students’ understanding using lesson look-fors; 

• diagnose students’ needs in each section using the section diagnostic checklist; and

• evaluate student performance at the end of the unit.
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Evaluation Plan

In order to determine how the core and 
optional activities connect to the overall unit 
goal and include just-in-time supports to 
accelerate student learning, let’s begin with 
the end in mind by locating the evaluation 
plan for the Photojournalism unit.

https://ldoe-uploads-production.s3.amazonaws.com/release/materials/9D1_UnitEP.pdf
https://ldoe-uploads-production.s3.amazonaws.com/release/materials/9D1_UnitEP.pdf
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Evaluation Plan

Use part I of your participant guide to review 
the evaluation plan for Photojournalism with 
your table. With your group, respond to the 
questions below:

• What knowledge and skills do students 
need to be successful on the culminating 
task?

• How are the section diagnostics 
connected to the culminating task?

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VSwyIeNJvHvJDCVPQ6VCzech7rD1gB8BN6KRKZAeIVI/copy#
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Core Activities
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Agenda

1. Accelerating learning of unit content with core activity supports

2. Accelerating learning with optional activities

3. Using data to select optional activities
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Personalized Learning

“Personalized learning in literacy education is an approach in which 
teaching and other learning experiences build on each student’s strengths, 

address each student’s needs, spur student motivation and agency, and 
help all students meet grade-level standards and, ultimately, achieve 

college and career readiness (pg 6).”

Liben, M., and Pimentel, S.
“Reading as Liberation—An Examination of the Research Base” 

Student Achievement Partners, 2021
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Optional Activities

Types Activity Description Activities

Background 
Knowledge

Background knowledge about topics and ideas needed 
to understand the unit texts

reading a short text, watching a video, 
answering questions

Language Practice in language skills vocabulary work, mentor sentences, revision

Meaning Making Opportunities to make meaning of complex texts posing/answering questions, mentor 
sentences, conversations, rereading and 
annotating texts

Reading Skills Practice in reading skills to prepare for reading complex 
texts

advance reading/viewing, fluency work, 
deciphering words

Discussion and 
Writing Skills

Opportunities to practice and/or refine discussion and 
writing skills

discussion norms, developing skills in 
composing, mentor sentences, peer revision
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Optional Activities

● Optional activities are included in 
each unit to build the necessary 
knowledge, skills, and habits that 
students need to be successful on 
the culminating task.

● Teacher selects the appropriate 
optional activities
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Building Towards Success

With your group, review section 1 of Photojournalism. Then, use part II of your participant 
guide to capture your thoughts about the questions below:

• What just-in-time supports are included in the core and optional activities?

• How do these activities support students on the section diagnostic?

• How do these activities support students in achieving the unit goal?

Identify who will be the spokesperson for your group and be prepared to share your 
responses when we return to the whole group.

https://louisianacurriculumhub.com/grade-9/d1/section-1
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VSwyIeNJvHvJDCVPQ6VCzech7rD1gB8BN6KRKZAeIVI/copy#
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VSwyIeNJvHvJDCVPQ6VCzech7rD1gB8BN6KRKZAeIVI/copy#
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Agenda

1. Accelerating learning of unit content with core activity supports

2. Accelerating learning with optional activities

3. Using data to select optional activities
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Let the Data Lead the Way

• In every unit, each section includes a 
section diagnostic checklist with reading 
and writing look-fors or reading and 
discussion look-fors. 

• Teachers use data collected from the 
section diagnostics to determine 
optional activities and just-in-time 
supports to accelerate learning as 
students work toward the culminating 
task. 
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Data Collection Tools Deep Dive

Take 10 minutes to examine your assigned tool from the list below:

1. Photojournalism Section 3 Diagnostic Written Response Checklist  

2. Photojournalism Section 1 Diagnostic Discussion Checklist  

3. Section Diagnostic Data Collection Tool - utilize after evaluating each students’ 
understanding in order to inform instructional decisions.  

Make your notes in part III of your participant guide.

Determine who from your group will share out when we return to the whole group.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1He_SnIlEXV5rw7zOXyn03U4QJcmKJDbS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10pRYSov3YlFoYBzmzzaxHMbkNVb5B2fb/view?usp=sharing
https://bit.ly/DataCT
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VSwyIeNJvHvJDCVPQ6VCzech7rD1gB8BN6KRKZAeIVI/copy#
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Next Steps

After the data review is complete, teachers 
should:

● Identify which students will need the 
optional activities and just-in-time 
supports from the core activities in the 
upcoming lessons

● Annotate their teaching guide to identify 
which students will need acceleration, 
which optional activities will be included, 
and which just-in-time supports would be 
most beneficial
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Respond to the following question to reflect on our work:

● How does the process we just experienced support teachers in making instructional 
decisions to accelerate learning for all learners?

● What questions do you still have about this process?

Let’s Reflect



Questions?
elaguidebooks@la.gov

mailto:elaguidebooks@la.gov

